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To complete this kit, I used the 4mm lavor punch needle and I set it so that 3 holes were showing above the 
handle. To make the fringe I used the longest setting which means no holes were showing above the handle. If 
you’re using a different punch needle you can use a setting you like although I wouldn’t do loops longer than 
about 1cm/0.5 inch because you might run out of yarn.

(1)Thread your punch needle with the neon yellow yarn and punch according to the basics instructions you’ve down-
loaded. Leave a space for fringe as marked by the line.

(2)Keep the same setting and continue with the other colors. 
(3)Once you have all colors punched your piece will look like this. The bottom will be left unpunched
(4)Change your punch needle setting to the longest loop (no holes showing above the handle). Punch the fringe accord-

ing to this video. When you punch hold the loops on the other side so that they stay as long as you want. Hold until 
you punch again to prevent previous loops from coming undone. Once all punched, snip the ends and straighten out. 

• turn the piece over and take a look at the piece as a whole. Snip ends and beginnings of your stitches. Are there any 
stitches that are much longer than the rest? If so, snip them just like you would when ending a stitch and mix them in 
with surrounding stitches so they’re not as obvious.

• straighten out the outline by moving stitches around. Detailed video is here.
step back and enjoy the awesomeness you just created and be proud of yourself!        
I cannot wait to start getting pictures from all of you to see your beautiful work. Don’t forget, I’m only a message away 
should you have questions ;) 
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http://www.myraandjean.com/instructions
https://youtu.be/jOBnH8iadj0

